40 hrs and 64 hr BTG certificate courses

These two courses are separate courses.

The Behavioral Health and other content taught in the extended course for the 64 have repetitive 40 hour content. We aren’t allowed to officially separate them, teach and then offer a 64 certificate for the completed part.

However….. I just happen to be both a credentialed, respected and qualified person who can teach much of that content on my own and I plan to offer a very inexpensive follow-up class or two for this class only - yet not using the BTG materials.

I not only know the BTG 64 content by heart; but much more than these materials and more behind and beyond them related to Behavioral Health, Cultural Competency, Health Care in the US and how these and complex dynamics interface and matter in professional interpreting. This is possible through my decades of professional experience in these fields.

Why? There’s a push to know this content to be prepared for the certified national exam and there aren’t many other good options for hard working interpreters today.

Carolina Weaver